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Plastic Surgeons’ Perspective on Laparoscopic/Endoscopic Diastasis Recti 
Repair and Intraoperative Ultrasound Assistance in Secondary Cases

Damiano Tambasco, MD*; Roberta Albanese, MD*†; Federica Tomaselli, MD*; Pier Camillo Parodi, MD†

Historically, diastasis recti has been repaired through 
open procedures, such as traditional abdominoplasty. 

In recent years, new techniques have been proposed 
for the treatment of diastasis recti, including various 
minimally invasive surgical choices. Minimally invasive 
approaches can be classified as laparoscopic preaponeu-
rotic approaches, robotic approaches, or enhanced-view/
extended totally extraperitoneal approaches.1

Diastasis recti correction without abdominoplasty can 
result in unpleasant aesthetic results and major defects in 
the body profile.2 In particular, we treat several secondary 
cases after endoscopic diastasis corrections. Some of the 
possible consequences are excess skin and subcutaneous 
tissue above the linea alba and the umbilicus; distortions 
and lateralization of the navel; redundancy of the skin tis-
sue in the upper abdominal quadrant; and massive fibrosis 
due to postoperative seromas3 (Fig. 1).

All of these conditions are particularly apparent in 
thin patients and can only be corrected with open surgery. 
Because of this, secondary procedures are necessary, with 
high rates of scar healing complications and unsatisfactory 
aesthetic results due to subcutaneous fibrosis and atrophy 
of subcutaneous fat. In our experience, we believe that 
these complex cases with the risk of surgical failure should 
be carefully approached, considering all possible aspects.

We perform an abdominoplasty according to the 
Saldanha technique.4 The dissection raised on the recti’s 
fascia is a narrow tunnel made with the intent to preserve 
the perforating vascularization of the superior epigastric 
artery. This technique has proven to have a low rate of 
complications and excellent reshaping ability.4 Moreover, 
in these patients, we find it helpful to make an intraopera-
tive ultrasonography (i-US).

We use real-time i-US imaging for correct identification 
of subcutaneous fibrosis and atrophy of subcutaneous fat 
using a clinical US scanner (Siemens Redwood; Siemens 
Acuson, Siemens Healthcare, Mountain View, Calif.) with 

an 18-MHz linear probe. The advantage of i-US is that it 
achieves a uniform result by correcting the different thick-
nesses of the previous surgery.

Moreover, the i-US allows us to avoid the “dangerous 
areas,” particularly those thinned by previous surgery and 
with risky vascular changes. In these regions, fat grafting 
to improve the thickness and resolve the fibrosis damage 
was valuated.

In our opinion, laparoscopic or robotic corrections in 
conjunction with lipoabdominoplasty should be carefully 
evaluated. The combination of these procedures leads to 
very high surgical times and costs, with reduced benefits.1

In our experience, direct diastasis recti repair during 
lipoabdominoplasty is considered fast, safe, and effective. We 
therefore believe that patients (particularly those with poor 
skin quality and high aesthetic expectations) must be made 
aware of these potential issues before undergoing laparo-
scopic or endoscopic approaches so that they can make more 
informed choices when deciding between traditional proce-
dures (abdominoplasty or mini abdominoplasty approaches) 
and minimally invasive solutions.5 Although these are prelimi-
nary data, we consider our intuition useful for the manage-
ment of such complex and unpredictable cases.
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Fig. 1. A 39-year-old patient undergoing secondary abdominal liposuction. A, preoperative photograph. the patient underwent lapa-
roscopic preaponeurotic approaches 2 years ago. the skin is irregular, there are retracting scars, and the abdominal flap is different in 
thickness. B, postoperative photograph after 1 year after correction through abdominoplasty, with complete resolution of abdominal flap 
irregularities. Despite previous scars, we performed a complete abdominal definition.
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